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I'm looking for some direction on modding and some help with general coding. Currently, I have created a new mapper and
some new models, but I don't know how to build a mod with the current project files. The project files are copied from
Oblivion (mostly the level file). I've been googling around and haven't found any good resources for this. I'm assuming that I'd
need to create a new project file to get the scripts running and play properly. Any links or tutorials on how to build a mod would
be great! If you know of some that is good but not too complicated, that would be great as well! I have created a working MP
mod that has been tested on the Spymaster, but I need some direction on how to get it running correctly on the new version. Any
help would be appreciated. First off, I know very little about modding and have very little experience with it. Second, the mod
will not run on the non-SAO version of Skyrim. The events will not be completed. The SP forces the script to automatically load
the mod file even when you are playing normally (console). It's an unwieldy system that I'm not interested in supporting. I think
it would work on the SAO version, but I am not 100% sure of this. Third, the mod is designed to be a standalone mod, that will
be able to be run by itself on SAO. I have found a system in the scripts that can be used to bring the map script and sna files into
a separate.esp and run them in a normal way, but I have not figured out how to make the mod.esp file work with the map
scripts. Fourth, the mod is built in such a way that it will only show up as a loading screen during events and you are in a
settlement. The entire mod will not show up on the game unless you are in a settlement (with the exception of the actual font
screen). Finally, the mod is designed to be more suited for older consoles. It doesn't use the HD textures and uses a low-res
texture pack to give a slightly different look than vanilla Skyrim. This is not compatible with the new HD textures and/or
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lighting. Hope this explains my progress. Feel free to ask questions. I also apologize for the length of this message. I have typed
it up for ease of reading.
Reloading the old Enclave style player house I made. "It's just a very, very, very old spell," I said, shaking my head and looking
at him again. â€œI want you to restore it. He shrugged. - It's simple. You must take a piece of wood that has already been used
as a source of energy and connect it to another stick, as in that picture. â€œOkay,â€ I replied, nodding. I will give you a copy
of the drawing. â€” And I already know him, â€” confessed fffad4f19a
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